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Get hooked up, with
Sprint Relay Online.

You need to stay connected to the hearing world. Sprint RelaysM Online can get
you connected quickly. It’s the easy to use tool that enables text-based phone
conversations via the Internet, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Best of all, it’s
free! Anytime and virtually anywhere that you have access to a Web-enabled
PC, PDA or PCS phone, you’re just a click away from placing a call to anyone.

It’s never been easier to communicate. Whether you need to schedule your
study group, order a pizza, check in with the folks, or even make a date, Sprint
•Rçläy Onlinecan help keep you ahead of the game. Your calls are secure and
private, and Sprint Relay has extra features, including emoticon icons, to let

• you express yourself.

Sprint Relay Online is Internet Relay
• www.sprintrelayonline.com

Need more? Give them a sign.
If you’re looking for the perfect tool for more natural phone conversations, try
the Video Relay Service (VRS). Use VRS, a webcam and a high-speed Internet
connection to communicate via videoconference, just like you would face to
face using American Sign Language. VRS can give you fast access to video
interpreters so you can communicate freely and naturally without losing
anything to translation.

Get busy talking. Learn more by going to:
www.usavrs.com
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EDITORIAL

Oh It’s Gonna Be a Halloween Night

It’s Halloween again. That time of year when homeowners have to buy candy for
other people’s children and tolerate high school kids who don’t know when to
quit. And on college campuses it’s the time of year when parties are mandatory
(as if there isn’t a time when they aren’t) and Greek fundraisers take on a
pumpkin theme. And for those readers who don’t wish to recognize Halloween
as a holiday at all, that’s fine with me, lust skip this editorial.

While the roots of the holiday rest in pagan rituals and general evilness, modern
consumerism has turned Halloween into a holiday focused on fun. Unfortunately,
the holiday is taking on a scariness that isn’t so fun. My neighborhood in Northern
New Jersey has seen a rapid decline in trick-or-treaters. Last year my parents
reported less than five visits. It could be the consistently miserable weather,
but more likely it is the parents keeping their kids home on All Hallow’s Eve.
The parties, however, remain constant. Halloween’s popularity isn’t dropping
off, rather it is becoming a dangerous holiday, and therefore an adult-oriented
holiday. This could be only in New Jersey, but as we all know, no state represents
the entire country better than New Jersey.

Is Halloween actually dangerous? Or are parents being overly cautious? Of
course Halloween is dangerous, but there is no reason why it needs to get a
bad rap for it. The human race is more to blame for the danger than Halloween
is. No danger comes from going out at night other than the threat posed by
other humans; there is no danger built-in to Halloween. There is, however, a
population of opportunists who like to take advantage of a night when children,
adolescents, and teenagers are out roaming the streets looking for candy.

I remember one Halloween when a close friend of mine received two black
eyes for his sack of candy. The assailant was a notorious middle-schooler no
more than a year older than him. This incident could have happened at any other
lime, but there was a variable that took the brunt of the blame: Halloween. If our
parents were with us we probably would not have had much of a problem, but
we were 12 and way too cool to go trick-or-treating with mom and dad around.

About five years ago I went out on Halloween for the last time with seven of
my friends because we all decided it was probably the last year we could get
away with it. The streets were barren of other trick-or-treaters and we were told
that we were among the few people many of the houses we visited had seen.
I was discouraged to find that it was the most fun I had ever had on Halloween
and I was 17. The difference between the two Halloweens was that we were
older and less likely to run into trouble because we could handle ourselves with
confidence. The holiday became more fun for me as an adult, then it was for me
as a child.

If this is happening in my town, it must be happening in others. The thing is,
that there are neighborhoods where it is never safe to out at night no matter
what night it is, and parents in safe neighborhoods are worrying and keeping
there kids home altogether. Rather than keeping their kids home, parents should
accompany their children on trick-or-treating excursions in some capacity, even
if they walk a few houses behind. There is no reason why children should be left
out of the fun. They are worth it—and so are the stories that they’ll be telling for
years to come.
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reported less than five visits. It could be the consistently miserable weather,
but more likely it is the parents keeping their kids home on All Hallow’s Eve.
The parties, however, remain constant. Halloween’s popularity isn’t dropping
off, rather it is becoming a dangerous holiday, and therefore an adult-oriented
holiday. This could be only in New Jersey, but as we all know, no state represents
the entire country better than New Jersey.

Is Halloween actually dangerous? Or are parents being overly cautious? Of
course Halloween is dangerous, but there is no reason why it needs to get a
bad rap for it. The human race is more to blame for the danger than Halloween
is. No danger comes from going out at night other than the threat posed by
other humans; there is no danger built-in to Halloween. There is, however, a
population of opportunists who like to take advantage of a night when children,
adolescents, and teenagers are out roaming the streets looking for candy.

I remember one Halloween when a close friend of mine received two black
eyes for his sack of candy. The assailant was a notorious middle-schooler no
more than a year older than him. This incident could have happened at any other
lime, but there was a variable that took the brunt of the blame: Halloween. If our
parents were with us we probably would not have had much of a problem, but
we were 12 and way too cool to go trick-or-treating with mom and dad around.

About five years ago I went out on Halloween for the last time with seven of
my friends because we all decided it was probably the last year we could get
away with it. The streets were barren of other trick-or-treaters and we were told
that we were among the few people many of the houses we visited had seen.
I was discouraged to find that it was the most fun I had ever had on Halloween
and I was 17. The difference between the two Halloweens was that we were
older and less likely to run into trouble because we could handle ourselves with
confidence. The holiday became more fun for me as an adult, then it was for me
as a child.

If this is happening in my town, it must be happening in others. The thing is,
that there are neighborhoods where it is never safe to out at night no matter
what night it is, and parents in safe neighborhoods are worrying and keeping
there kids home altogether. Rather than keeping their kids home, parents should
accompany their children on trick-or-treating excursions in some capacity, even
if they walk a few houses behind. There is no reason why children should be left
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To the editor of Reporter:
Last week in your interview with Bob Finnerty,
Mr Finnerty was quoted saying that President
Simone “has seen things in the Vagina
Monologues.., that do not portray AlT in a
positive manner?’

What are these “things” that President
Simone thinks do not portray RIT in a positive
manner?

I have participated in this production a
number of times and to my knowledge
President Simone never came to see the
play; a play that simply puts forth a number
of women’s honest responses when asked
to discuss or speak about their own vagina.
The play is very sophisticated and has been a
way for both the women and men of our AlT
community to educate themselves about a
part of their lives that is healthy and necessary
if we as humans expect to have future
generations around.

Here at RIT this play has opened the eyes
of both women and men students, staff, and
faculty to how they might begin to reduce
violence against women. The play has been a
very positive environment for women to grow
(as well as the wonderfully open men who
participated in the play last year) and it brought
the deaf and hearing community together
as we learned to “act” as we voiced and/or
signed our parts. Each year monies are raised
at the play for local community agencies that
provide needed services to women, including
those working to reduce the violence against
women here in Rochester.

Has Mr. Finnerty been to one of these
productions at RIT? He talks about “being
honest and having integrity” in his journalism.
Why does he quote or paraphase Dr. Simone
in presentations to student government to slur
the work of RIT women and men (including
students, staff, and faculty women) who want
the RIT and Rochester community to think
about and maybe even discuss what human
sexuality is all about?

Sincerely,
Jean A. Douthwright
Professor of Biological Sciences

Regrets
I wrote a little something in August and I wanted to share with
everyone out there, especially the seniors who are graduating
this May.

Walking down on the stage, hearing my name. Reaching out
my hand, I smile as my degree lands in my hand. I turn to the
audience and cheered, full of joy. The next day, I look around in
the vacant apartment; I realized that I am finished with school,
another chapter in my life closed. Looking back on the rear mirror,
watching RIT fade. I ponder as I drive west, “Any regrets?”

Graduation.., that’s coming up in 10 months. In 10 months, I
proceed into a new chapter... encountering the real world. But
first, I need to experience the senior blues, the excitement of
finishing school, the sadness of leaving the protective blanket
I had for six years, and saying good-bye to my friends and
teachers. I wonder what will happen after I graduate. Will I get
a job? Am I gonna have my own place? Will the start into the
real life be a good or bad start? I don’t even know what’s gonna
happen within the next few months. All I know I would like to
leave college with no regrets; I’m gonna do what I want to do.

It’s exciting m leaving school, finally.., after six years. But
at same time, I’m scared, just like a newlywed experiencing
their first child, unsure what to do. Naturally instincts take over,
and I know mine will when the time comes.

What is regret, anyway? To me, it is something that I wish I
have or have not done in the past. No regrets... that’s my goal
before I leave New York, with no strings attached.

Then I asked my mom:
“Do you think it’s hard to leave somewhere possibly forever

without regrets?”
My mom explained:
“It’s kind of like packing up your beanie babies. All the people

that gave some to you, or places you got them, or the memories
you have. But you’re not getting rid of them, you can always
peek inside and remember. You will never leave school, just the
building. Your friends will always be a message away, sharing an
apartment is still possible. You always read, and you will be able
to return every year to school to visit if you wanted. The key is
the money you make, travel to see your friends you made during
college. You can always go back to school if you want, make new
friends again. Regrets? No way, it’s how you choose to close
this chapter and start a new one.”

After reading what my mom said, I said “Well put.” After that
conversation, I changed my perspective of how I wanted to live
out the final year of school. Instead of going back into the past
of the things I have done or not done, I will go forward and make
the choices I want. Choices are how we define our life. If we
didn’t have choices, we will lead a bland, non-adventurous life.

Regrets? Like my mother, it is all the choices we make. I just hope
I make the right decisions on my choices as the days goes by.

In a university such as AlT, one might scoff at the notion that public
speaking is important to the career of every student. However, Dr.
Grant Cos, professor in the College of Liberal Arts Department of
Communication, would disagree. For the past three years, Dr. Cos
has been the administrator of the Department of Communication’s
annual Public Speaking Contest. Since 1988, the Department of
Communication has held these contests, which occur every year
during the Fall and Spring quarters.

The purpose of the Public Speaking Contest is to encourage AlT
students to become effective critical thinkers and speakers by giving
them the opportunity to prepare and present an informative speech.
All students may enter the contest whether they have experience
in public speaking or not. The topics are chosen by the students,
who are encouraged to select content that they are completely
comfortable with. Students choose a variety of topics, ranging
from current events related issues to those more technical—when
presented properly, even technical information can be interesting.
Topics in previous years have ranged from school uniforms to the
legalization of marijuana.

In informative speaking, students act as teachers, working to
convey their information as clearly as possible. The best informative
speeches are those that communicate this information in the most
accurate, interesting, and entertaining fashion. Persuasive speeches
sway the attitudes of people towards believing in a specific side of
an argument. In these speeches, students seek to argue their point
thoroughly in order to convince those listening that their stance
is correct. The topics of informative speeches typically are not as
controversial or provocative as those seen in persuasive speeches.

This quarter’s contest, which took place during the week of
October 20, focused on informative speeches. The forty-two students
who signed up for the contest competed against each other for a four
hundred dollar prize for the person who placed first, with second
and third places each earning two hundred and one hundred dollars,
respectively. Those who entered the contest gave speeches twice

Fl I StCR1 “F’by Jeff Prystajko

No-go logo.
Upset in any era that they have no say in campus decisions, AlT
students in 1967 threw fits over their lack of involvement in designing
a new campus logo. The minimalist figure, best described as a
square donut with the bottom right corner missing, was met with
mild apathy to general disdain by many students; however, several
vocal members of the community grew upset and devised a strategy
against the administration: create an anti-logo poster campaign, hold
a peaceful demonstration, form a “B.G.M.” (Ban the Graphic Mark)
political faction, plan a student strike, organize a tuition boycott,
demonstrate civil disobedience by staging a mass burning of student
ID cards.
The logo was retired 22 years later.

Damn Yankees!
Though the Yankees may have dropped this year’s World Series,
such was not the case in 1978. After the game six victory, one
RIT student, loyal fan that he was, celebrated the achievement by
driving his vehicle over dorm-area sidewalks and across the quarter
mile. Unable to fit over the service road bridge near Clark Gym, the
fan circled the tennis courts before proceeding alongside academic
buildings into the Aiverknoll area. Narrowly missing campus safety

during the week. The contest consisted of fourteen rounds,
with six students in each round, and each student gave a
speech in two of the rounds. Judges from the College of Liberal
Arts judged the students’ speeches and then gave a score and
feedback for each individual speech. The three students who
had the highest average scores entered the finals, where th
contended for the prizes.

The contestants come from a variety of public s
backgrounds, but most are novices. Those w
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Public speaking is a part of many careers and is frequently
overlooked. Many students are publicly speaking e -

particularly those who are active in clubs and civic groups.
Many people utilize their public speaking skills on a daily basis.
Students may feel that they have no experience in public
speaking, but more often than not, this is not the case. Those
who realize that they are effective public speakers, whether in
clubs or at work, should not hesitate to enter the contest this
spring.

In subsequent contests, Dr. Cos mentioned he would Ii -

see increased participation b . -

one hundre. - - . -

into a more prominen . . -

Department of Communication at room 3006 in the -
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Contest will begin in early March. •

officers (who had to dive out of the car’s path), the driver later
turned himself in and apologized. The student was charged with
reckless endangerment and received a year-long suspension.

Con~
inl9
Song.” Th
recognition, was to receive a $750 cash
Our spirit sh
Endur
I7gers, ligers, raise your mighty r
watch us soar
We’ll show our might /And scale the heights / Our goals will
never fall
We’ll prove we’re best/And never rest/ Triumphant over all
7igers, Iigers, raise your mighty roar / Stronger, faster, higher
watch us soar
Our spirit shows / For all to know! Our pride is RIT
Endure we will / Reach higher still / On to victory
77gers, 7igers, raise your mighty roar! Stronger, faster, higher
watch us soar•
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To the editor of Reporter:
Last week in your interview with Bob Finnerty,
Mr Finnerty was quoted saying that President
Simone “has seen things in the Vagina
Monologues.., that do not portray AlT in a
positive manner?’

What are these “things” that President
Simone thinks do not portray RIT in a positive
manner?

I have participated in this production a
number of times and to my knowledge
President Simone never came to see the
play; a play that simply puts forth a number
of women’s honest responses when asked
to discuss or speak about their own vagina.
The play is very sophisticated and has been a
way for both the women and men of our AlT
community to educate themselves about a
part of their lives that is healthy and necessary
if we as humans expect to have future
generations around.

Here at RIT this play has opened the eyes
of both women and men students, staff, and
faculty to how they might begin to reduce
violence against women. The play has been a
very positive environment for women to grow
(as well as the wonderfully open men who
participated in the play last year) and it brought
the deaf and hearing community together
as we learned to “act” as we voiced and/or
signed our parts. Each year monies are raised
at the play for local community agencies that
provide needed services to women, including
those working to reduce the violence against
women here in Rochester.

Has Mr. Finnerty been to one of these
productions at RIT? He talks about “being
honest and having integrity” in his journalism.
Why does he quote or paraphase Dr. Simone
in presentations to student government to slur
the work of RIT women and men (including
students, staff, and faculty women) who want
the RIT and Rochester community to think
about and maybe even discuss what human
sexuality is all about?

Sincerely,
Jean A. Douthwright
Professor of Biological Sciences

Regrets
I wrote a little something in August and I wanted to share with
everyone out there, especially the seniors who are graduating
this May.

Walking down on the stage, hearing my name. Reaching out
my hand, I smile as my degree lands in my hand. I turn to the
audience and cheered, full of joy. The next day, I look around in
the vacant apartment; I realized that I am finished with school,
another chapter in my life closed. Looking back on the rear mirror,
watching RIT fade. I ponder as I drive west, “Any regrets?”

Graduation.., that’s coming up in 10 months. In 10 months, I
proceed into a new chapter... encountering the real world. But
first, I need to experience the senior blues, the excitement of
finishing school, the sadness of leaving the protective blanket
I had for six years, and saying good-bye to my friends and
teachers. I wonder what will happen after I graduate. Will I get
a job? Am I gonna have my own place? Will the start into the
real life be a good or bad start? I don’t even know what’s gonna
happen within the next few months. All I know I would like to
leave college with no regrets; I’m gonna do what I want to do.

It’s exciting m leaving school, finally.., after six years. But
at same time, I’m scared, just like a newlywed experiencing
their first child, unsure what to do. Naturally instincts take over,
and I know mine will when the time comes.

What is regret, anyway? To me, it is something that I wish I
have or have not done in the past. No regrets... that’s my goal
before I leave New York, with no strings attached.

Then I asked my mom:
“Do you think it’s hard to leave somewhere possibly forever

without regrets?”
My mom explained:
“It’s kind of like packing up your beanie babies. All the people

that gave some to you, or places you got them, or the memories
you have. But you’re not getting rid of them, you can always
peek inside and remember. You will never leave school, just the
building. Your friends will always be a message away, sharing an
apartment is still possible. You always read, and you will be able
to return every year to school to visit if you wanted. The key is
the money you make, travel to see your friends you made during
college. You can always go back to school if you want, make new
friends again. Regrets? No way, it’s how you choose to close
this chapter and start a new one.”

After reading what my mom said, I said “Well put.” After that
conversation, I changed my perspective of how I wanted to live
out the final year of school. Instead of going back into the past
of the things I have done or not done, I will go forward and make
the choices I want. Choices are how we define our life. If we
didn’t have choices, we will lead a bland, non-adventurous life.

Regrets? Like my mother, it is all the choices we make. I just hope
I make the right decisions on my choices as the days goes by.

In a university such as AlT, one might scoff at the notion that public
speaking is important to the career of every student. However, Dr.
Grant Cos, professor in the College of Liberal Arts Department of
Communication, would disagree. For the past three years, Dr. Cos
has been the administrator of the Department of Communication’s
annual Public Speaking Contest. Since 1988, the Department of
Communication has held these contests, which occur every year
during the Fall and Spring quarters.

The purpose of the Public Speaking Contest is to encourage AlT
students to become effective critical thinkers and speakers by giving
them the opportunity to prepare and present an informative speech.
All students may enter the contest whether they have experience
in public speaking or not. The topics are chosen by the students,
who are encouraged to select content that they are completely
comfortable with. Students choose a variety of topics, ranging
from current events related issues to those more technical—when
presented properly, even technical information can be interesting.
Topics in previous years have ranged from school uniforms to the
legalization of marijuana.

In informative speaking, students act as teachers, working to
convey their information as clearly as possible. The best informative
speeches are those that communicate this information in the most
accurate, interesting, and entertaining fashion. Persuasive speeches
sway the attitudes of people towards believing in a specific side of
an argument. In these speeches, students seek to argue their point
thoroughly in order to convince those listening that their stance
is correct. The topics of informative speeches typically are not as
controversial or provocative as those seen in persuasive speeches.

This quarter’s contest, which took place during the week of
October 20, focused on informative speeches. The forty-two students
who signed up for the contest competed against each other for a four
hundred dollar prize for the person who placed first, with second
and third places each earning two hundred and one hundred dollars,
respectively. Those who entered the contest gave speeches twice
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Upset in any era that they have no say in campus decisions, AlT
students in 1967 threw fits over their lack of involvement in designing
a new campus logo. The minimalist figure, best described as a
square donut with the bottom right corner missing, was met with
mild apathy to general disdain by many students; however, several
vocal members of the community grew upset and devised a strategy
against the administration: create an anti-logo poster campaign, hold
a peaceful demonstration, form a “B.G.M.” (Ban the Graphic Mark)
political faction, plan a student strike, organize a tuition boycott,
demonstrate civil disobedience by staging a mass burning of student
ID cards.
The logo was retired 22 years later.
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Though the Yankees may have dropped this year’s World Series,
such was not the case in 1978. After the game six victory, one
RIT student, loyal fan that he was, celebrated the achievement by
driving his vehicle over dorm-area sidewalks and across the quarter
mile. Unable to fit over the service road bridge near Clark Gym, the
fan circled the tennis courts before proceeding alongside academic
buildings into the Aiverknoll area. Narrowly missing campus safety

during the week. The contest consisted of fourteen rounds,
with six students in each round, and each student gave a
speech in two of the rounds. Judges from the College of Liberal
Arts judged the students’ speeches and then gave a score and
feedback for each individual speech. The three students who
had the highest average scores entered the finals, where th
contended for the prizes.

The contestants come from a variety of public s
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particularly those who are active in clubs and civic groups.
Many people utilize their public speaking skills on a daily basis.
Students may feel that they have no experience in public
speaking, but more often than not, this is not the case. Those
who realize that they are effective public speakers, whether in
clubs or at work, should not hesitate to enter the contest this
spring.

In subsequent contests, Dr. Cos mentioned he would Ii -
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officers (who had to dive out of the car’s path), the driver later
turned himself in and apologized. The student was charged with
reckless endangerment and received a year-long suspension.
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We’ll show our might /And scale the heights / Our goals will
never fall
We’ll prove we’re best/And never rest/ Triumphant over all
7igers, Iigers, raise your mighty roar / Stronger, faster, higher
watch us soar
Our spirit shows / For all to know! Our pride is RIT
Endure we will / Reach higher still / On to victory
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Brick Beat
by Kunal Sharma with Ren Meinhart

Student Government’s HallowBash
SG will be hosting “HallowBash”, on October31. The evening
begins with the RIT Men’s Hockey Game at 7 p.m. Students
are encouraged to wear a costume and participate in a costume
contest for the chance to win one of three large prizes—a Palm
Pilot, $50 Best Buy gift certificate and $50 Buffalo Wild Wings
gift certificate. There will also be a raffle for the chance to win
season tickets to RIT hockey games.

The fun doesn’t stop there. A free “After Party” will be held in
Clark Gym (the mini gym/stage located adjacent to Clark GymI,
directly following the game. The party starts around 9pm and will
be DJ’ed and MC’ed by RIT’s own WITR 89.7 FM. Students can
expect to enjoy free food and a variety of activities. There will be
another raffle for the chance to win a $500 Campus Connections
gift certificate, a DVD player, an MP3 player, and an X-Box.

This event is open to RIT students only, so bring your RIT ID.
Also, for those 21 and older, bring your state driver’s license to
purchase alcoholic beverages. Non-removable masks or extensive
face paint should not be used when verifying proof of age.

Conference on Feminist Discourse
On November 7, RIT will host a conference titled, “Feminist
Discourse: Theories, Practices and Challenges.” This conference
will recognize feminism as an influence and a considerable
source of change in various fields including arts, humanities,
social sciences and technology.

The aim is to bring together practitioners, theorists,
researchers, educators and students to discuss and debate
the impact of Feminist Discourse in several disciplines. RIT’s
William A. Kern, Professor in Communications in the College
of Liberal Arts, will sponsor the event in cooperation with
Women’s Studies Quarterly and The Feminist Press.

Stan McKenzie, Vice President for Academic Affairs, will
open the conference at 8:30 a.m. in the Fireside lounge, SAU.
He will set the stage for sessions, panel discussions and talks
by acclaimed speakers and scholars. A roundtable will be held
to assess the event, followed by the reception at 5p.m. and the
closing remarks by RIT President Al Simone.

The conference is free and open to the public; however,
reservations are needed for the lunch and for the tour of the
Women’s International Museum at Seneca Falls on November
8. For more information, contact Diane Hope at dshgpt@rit.edu
or 475-6053.

lrondequoit Resident New Director of Publication
Virginia Keck has been appointed Director of University
Publications at Rochester Institute of Technology’s Enrollment
Management and Career Services division. She takes on
the responsibility of managing the staff and activities of the
publications office.

She has a diverse record of accomplishment in marketing,
collaboration, strategic planning and communication skills for
non-profits, educational institutions and businesses. “This
position will give me a chance to lead a talented team of
professionals as we build communication strategies and design
publications and webs sites to reach prospective students with
the RIT story,” said Keck.

Keck has previously been associated with American Red
Cross, St. John Fisher College and Unity Church of the
Chautauqua Institute. She has also served on several boards
including: Women in Communication, Inc., the Y’NCA and
Rochester Hearing and Speech Center.

Entrepreneurial Opportunity from COB
The College of Business is co-sponsoring the RIT

Undergraduate Business Plan Competition. Students from all
colleges are encouraged to participate by creating and submitting
potential business plans. Plans can target products or services
and may be technically or creatively oriented.

The grand-prize winner receives $4,000; second prize earns
$2,000, and $1,000 for third-place proposals. Each of the three
winners will also receive one individual session with a new
venture coach.

To help students get started, a business plan workshop will
be held on Saturday, November 1, at 2 p.m. in room 3225 of the
Lowenthal Building. Business plans, no more than five single-
space pages, must be submitted by 5 p.m. on Dec. 12. For
more information, contact Donna Slavin at 475-2199 or Richard
DeMartino at 475-5646.

Lunar eclipse viewing November 8
On Saturday, November 8, the Rochester play audience to a

spectacle of astronomical proportions—a lunar eclipse. In honor
of said occasion, the RIT Observatory, located at 645 John St.,
will be open to the RIT community and general public from 6 to
10 p.m, as a prime viewing location. The eclipse will reach its
peak around 8:30 p.m., then slowly reverse course over the next
two hours. Telescopes will be trained on the moon; however, the
lunar eclipse can also be seen with the naked eye, so bring a
lawn chair, blanket, and some hot cocoa and enjoy the view. The
observing session will be held weather permitting. Cancellations
due to cloudy or questionable weather conditions will be posted
on www.rit.edu/—ritobs and 475-7828.

GCCIS Lecture November 7
Aaron Bobick, professor at Georgia Institute of Technology,

will be discussing how machines perceive human activity as
part of the Dean’s Lecture Series, sponsored by the B. Thomas
Golisano College of Computing and Information Sciences.
His presentation, Computational Perception and Vision, will
take place at 1 p.m. on Friday, November 7, in the Golisano
College auditorium. Bobick is a member of CoC Computational
Perception Lab, and his interests range from computer vision to
cognitive science.

CrimeWatch
compiled by Hope Kendrick

October 17 — University Commons
Criminal Mischief
A student reported an unknown person broke the window on
the main entrance door to a University Commons building. An
area canvass was conducted, however no new information was
developed. Housing Operations repaired the window.

October 18— Nathaniel Rochester Hall
Petit Larceny
A staff member reported that a student was observed taking
food from the Corner Store. The student admitted taking the
food and he was referred to Student Conduct for appropriate
disposition.

October 19— Colony Manor
Burglary
A student reported that a laptop computer was taken from
his locked apartment. Force was not used to enter the
apartment, and the door and window locks were in working
order. The Monroe County Sheriffs’ Office is assisting with
the investigation and we ask that you contact Campus Safety’s
Investigator at 475-6675IV-TTY) if you have any information
regarding this incident.

October 21 — B Lot
Auto Stripping
A student reported that she parked her car, and upon returning
to the vehicle two days later she observed a scratch across
the trunk of the car. The person responsible is unknown at this
time.

Gctober 24— Greek Housing
Criminal Mischief
A student reported damage to a wall in a laundry room located
in the residence halls.

The Week Submit your events to reporter@rit.edu
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Brick Beat
by Kunal Sharma with Ren Meinhart

Student Government’s HallowBash
SG will be hosting “HallowBash”, on October31. The evening
begins with the RIT Men’s Hockey Game at 7 p.m. Students
are encouraged to wear a costume and participate in a costume
contest for the chance to win one of three large prizes—a Palm
Pilot, $50 Best Buy gift certificate and $50 Buffalo Wild Wings
gift certificate. There will also be a raffle for the chance to win
season tickets to RIT hockey games.

The fun doesn’t stop there. A free “After Party” will be held in
Clark Gym (the mini gym/stage located adjacent to Clark GymI,
directly following the game. The party starts around 9pm and will
be DJ’ed and MC’ed by RIT’s own WITR 89.7 FM. Students can
expect to enjoy free food and a variety of activities. There will be
another raffle for the chance to win a $500 Campus Connections
gift certificate, a DVD player, an MP3 player, and an X-Box.

This event is open to RIT students only, so bring your RIT ID.
Also, for those 21 and older, bring your state driver’s license to
purchase alcoholic beverages. Non-removable masks or extensive
face paint should not be used when verifying proof of age.

Conference on Feminist Discourse
On November 7, RIT will host a conference titled, “Feminist
Discourse: Theories, Practices and Challenges.” This conference
will recognize feminism as an influence and a considerable
source of change in various fields including arts, humanities,
social sciences and technology.

The aim is to bring together practitioners, theorists,
researchers, educators and students to discuss and debate
the impact of Feminist Discourse in several disciplines. RIT’s
William A. Kern, Professor in Communications in the College
of Liberal Arts, will sponsor the event in cooperation with
Women’s Studies Quarterly and The Feminist Press.

Stan McKenzie, Vice President for Academic Affairs, will
open the conference at 8:30 a.m. in the Fireside lounge, SAU.
He will set the stage for sessions, panel discussions and talks
by acclaimed speakers and scholars. A roundtable will be held
to assess the event, followed by the reception at 5p.m. and the
closing remarks by RIT President Al Simone.

The conference is free and open to the public; however,
reservations are needed for the lunch and for the tour of the
Women’s International Museum at Seneca Falls on November
8. For more information, contact Diane Hope at dshgpt@rit.edu
or 475-6053.

lrondequoit Resident New Director of Publication
Virginia Keck has been appointed Director of University
Publications at Rochester Institute of Technology’s Enrollment
Management and Career Services division. She takes on
the responsibility of managing the staff and activities of the
publications office.

She has a diverse record of accomplishment in marketing,
collaboration, strategic planning and communication skills for
non-profits, educational institutions and businesses. “This
position will give me a chance to lead a talented team of
professionals as we build communication strategies and design
publications and webs sites to reach prospective students with
the RIT story,” said Keck.

Keck has previously been associated with American Red
Cross, St. John Fisher College and Unity Church of the
Chautauqua Institute. She has also served on several boards
including: Women in Communication, Inc., the Y’NCA and
Rochester Hearing and Speech Center.

Entrepreneurial Opportunity from COB
The College of Business is co-sponsoring the RIT

Undergraduate Business Plan Competition. Students from all
colleges are encouraged to participate by creating and submitting
potential business plans. Plans can target products or services
and may be technically or creatively oriented.

The grand-prize winner receives $4,000; second prize earns
$2,000, and $1,000 for third-place proposals. Each of the three
winners will also receive one individual session with a new
venture coach.

To help students get started, a business plan workshop will
be held on Saturday, November 1, at 2 p.m. in room 3225 of the
Lowenthal Building. Business plans, no more than five single-
space pages, must be submitted by 5 p.m. on Dec. 12. For
more information, contact Donna Slavin at 475-2199 or Richard
DeMartino at 475-5646.

Lunar eclipse viewing November 8
On Saturday, November 8, the Rochester play audience to a

spectacle of astronomical proportions—a lunar eclipse. In honor
of said occasion, the RIT Observatory, located at 645 John St.,
will be open to the RIT community and general public from 6 to
10 p.m, as a prime viewing location. The eclipse will reach its
peak around 8:30 p.m., then slowly reverse course over the next
two hours. Telescopes will be trained on the moon; however, the
lunar eclipse can also be seen with the naked eye, so bring a
lawn chair, blanket, and some hot cocoa and enjoy the view. The
observing session will be held weather permitting. Cancellations
due to cloudy or questionable weather conditions will be posted
on www.rit.edu/—ritobs and 475-7828.

GCCIS Lecture November 7
Aaron Bobick, professor at Georgia Institute of Technology,

will be discussing how machines perceive human activity as
part of the Dean’s Lecture Series, sponsored by the B. Thomas
Golisano College of Computing and Information Sciences.
His presentation, Computational Perception and Vision, will
take place at 1 p.m. on Friday, November 7, in the Golisano
College auditorium. Bobick is a member of CoC Computational
Perception Lab, and his interests range from computer vision to
cognitive science.

CrimeWatch
compiled by Hope Kendrick

October 17 — University Commons
Criminal Mischief
A student reported an unknown person broke the window on
the main entrance door to a University Commons building. An
area canvass was conducted, however no new information was
developed. Housing Operations repaired the window.

October 18— Nathaniel Rochester Hall
Petit Larceny
A staff member reported that a student was observed taking
food from the Corner Store. The student admitted taking the
food and he was referred to Student Conduct for appropriate
disposition.

October 19— Colony Manor
Burglary
A student reported that a laptop computer was taken from
his locked apartment. Force was not used to enter the
apartment, and the door and window locks were in working
order. The Monroe County Sheriffs’ Office is assisting with
the investigation and we ask that you contact Campus Safety’s
Investigator at 475-6675IV-TTY) if you have any information
regarding this incident.

October 21 — B Lot
Auto Stripping
A student reported that she parked her car, and upon returning
to the vehicle two days later she observed a scratch across
the trunk of the car. The person responsible is unknown at this
time.

Gctober 24— Greek Housing
Criminal Mischief
A student reported damage to a wall in a laundry room located
in the residence halls.

The Week Submit your events to reporter@rit.edu

10/31 Allday
Broter a Sit si Cri

a K flwsi.t ri

12p.m. —8 p.m.
Fright F
DarienL ke id s ne
acul ff-$ . ot

1 p.m. — 1:45 p.m.
COLA Friday Afternoon Salon Recital Serie
Allen C~ apel. ee C ntact

ergsl it.ed , 4 4

Tales of the Lost Formicans
Ingle Audito 0 1’ 8 .

2 ..m Perfor :e . t I Pa -

Contact J. .t a B. - lib.t. a
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SG Halloween Party
Clark Gy~ . Free. Conta : D w va re: s
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Black and Gold
SAU. Music Performa c sponsored b Alp a Ph A
Contact: Richard Morris n... usigm 7 ah
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International House Date Auction and After Party
Fireside Lounge. Auction: 7 p.m-i 0 p.m. Party: 10 p.m.-1 :30
a.m. $5. Contact: Mekiet Kidane: mehazese@hotmail.com.

11/02 3:30p.m.—4:30p.m.
RIT Singers perform in I tercollegiata Choral Fe ~vaI
Unive
etsgsh rit.edu, 4 5-6087

11 04 5:30 p.m. — 6:30 p.m.
Pasta Dinner
Skalny Room. Hosted by the Center for Religious Life. Free.
Contact: Ellen Spoto: efs0368@rit.edu.

1 / 7:30 p.m. — 8:30 p.m.
RIT Concert Band
Ingle Auditorium. Fr e ontact. Ed r c s t e
475-6087.

7.30 p.m. — 9:30 p.m.
Romeo and Juliet
Panara Th atre BJ Building . Co t~ .. -

classic play, pe ormed ‘S . n.
$5, Other-$7. C ntac~ Ji • r . .e
475-6251.
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I ~ ~agan ~egacy÷

by Erhardt Graeff I illustration by Steve Bernard

~Lost people have a vague appreciation of (or vendetta against)
Nalloween’s pagan tradition. However, relatively few actually
understand the Celtic history of the holiday and its modern
translations into Neo-paganism. This unawareness has led to
protests. against Halloween by fundamentalist groups. These
groups attempt to label the holiday as a satanic invention, and
persecute neo-pagans with the fear that neo-pagan rituals will
corrupt children, and society as a whole. In an effort to shed some
much-needed light on this issue, here is a brief overview of the
history behind Halloween.
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Ke~ry Flagg (left), a per for ner in the
Rocky Horror Picture Show, mimicks the
screen character of Eddie while Rh inter
preter Dave rvlccloskey (center) signs. The
prodUction of Rocky Horror on October 24
in Webb Auditorium was sponsored by SIHA
and RHA.

First year Electrical Engineering major
Bill Comcowich gives A Rather Tasteless
Joke cast member Rob Banwar a peck on the
cheek cfuring the costume contest before the
show. Rocky Horror Picture S/row v/as shov.’n
in Webb Auditorium on Friday, October 24

The basis of Halloween is in the ancient festival of Samhain
Ipronounced “sow-in”l. For the Celts of Ireland, Samhain was
the most sacred of four “fire festivals” celebrated throughout
the year; some research indicates that it may have even been
the Celtic. New Year. In any case, it was a three-day harvest
festival marking the end of summer when the pastoral people
of ancient Ireland came home with their cattle to prepare for
winter. To guarantee enough food for their livestock, the Celts
would cull the herd. This, of course, led easily to a feast, and
possibly an animal sacrifice for religious purposes.

Dissenting sources depict Samhain as a Satan-like god of
the dead worshipped by the Celts through human sacrifice.
Unfortunately, because of its strictly oral tradition, relatively little
is known about the Druidic religion of the Celts. Still, there has~
been no archaeological evidence found substantiating these
claims. In fact, the described acts of Satanism and Gothic
Witchcraft do not reflect ancient paganism or Neo-paganist
practices, nor are they historically connected to Halloween.

In~tead of worshipping Satan or committing evil acts, the
ancient Druids most likely participated in social/religious
gatherings around sacred bonfires constructed during fire
festivals. Other traditional activities spa~ned from the Druid
belief in .Sarrnhain as a magical time when the dead walked.
among the living. The veils between past, present and future
were lifted to allow prophecy and divination— practices that
Neo-pagans continue in their modern religious observance of
Samhain.

However, the reasons behind why Halloween is now such
a common holiday have nothing to do with Neo-pagan groups
like Wiccans and modern Druids carrying on the tradition;
instead, we can thank the Roman Catholic Church and the
concerned parents of America. When Christianity came to
Ireland, Christians discovered how the Druids honored and
feasted with the dead, or rather with the living spirits of loved
ones and guardians who held the root-wisdom of the tribe. This
related closely with Catholicism’s observances of the dead,
so the Church played with the calendar a little ‘and the pagan
festival soon became Hallow E~en on October31, All Saint’s Day

Did the Ancient Celtic Druids practice Satanic Human
Sacrifices on Halloween? The answer may suprise you.

on November 1, and All Souls Day on November 2. With the
spread of Catholicisrh and Christianity throughout the world,
the traditions of Halloween are.firmly implanted in modern
culture. Now similar festivals are found around the globe; such
as Mexico’s Dia de los Muertos (Day of the Dead), complete
with an array of skeletons and ghosts to symbolically celebrate
and honor the dead.

This still fails to explain why America sends its little children
out, dressed like Power Rangers to~ beg for candy. Starting in
Ireland, the ancient Celtic traditions evolved into less’religious
incarnations of All Hallow’s Eve, witI~ groups of boys going out
and knocking.on doors, saying, “Help the Hallow Een party!
Any apples or nuts?” Thistradition is one of many tha~t the Irish
brought to America. Bbys roamed around outside’, engagin~ in
ritualized pranks which their elders jokingly blai~rted on spirits
being abroad that night..However, i,~ith increased urbanization
and poverty in the 1930s, adults began looking for ways to
control the increasin~ly dangerous vandalism of the boys.
Towns and cities began organizing safe Halloween events,
and homeowners began handing out bribes to neighborhood
children as a way to distract them from ~anarchy. This practice
extended into the controversial and extremely commercial -

holiday we now know and love.
If, with your brain full of new knowledge, you have grown

tired of the usual paper skeletons and cheesyMonster-Mash
themed television commercials, look up your local Wiccan
or Druid coven and celebrate Samhain in a more traditional
fashion. Even with all the ghosts and ghouls floating around
on Halloween, the only thing to really be afraid of is ignorance,
wth a tinge of religious intolerance.
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October 25, 2003, Clark Gym, RIT
7:30 p.m.: HaP an hour Wrote shoy.’ time less than 60 peo )Ie
are sitti,ic around ‘..vaiting for the conceit to begin, kno’.ving that
he” cash” cot Id hti’.’e shov.’ed up later for the same sects.

Just hack sape, tr screen and Prolector ciispla’,’s the star jag
co”eraç,e of Cane Si:: of the World Set es.
8:05 p.m.: he lights are still on and the stage is em
but the cocci is nov a li~le lager however the ‘n,joii~’’ 0

COiCertgOeiS seen to Still he “aiir g outside to he sca iiec’ b”
tic risial-c’stactor-’.”.’ielding secui by.
8:15 p.m.: ‘i be lights go co’.’n. Oni’,’ anout halt the c’is,aace
be ‘‘e:n us sacs ccc’ soL’nc technicians is po,iu a cc )“

t’J)rehsnsr”e ia,ts.

8:20 p.m.: The Beatnuts finally take the stage ‘“ith the onteaty,
‘All alcoholics tenor tto the front of the stage.” Ii cooperation,
a significant number of people actuall’’ se t ri’igrating to’.’vard
the stage. The artists have plenty o e ierg” a it Jent’.’ to say,
and encourage the audience to ge~ i i~o Jie .nusic. Unfamiliar
‘,‘vith r nost of the songs, the audience coltinc all” regresses to

lust standing there antI staring at the stage. ‘l’he best reac,ion
the group elicits from the cro’.’~ci, unfortunatel’,’ occLrrs ‘‘hen
they point out, ‘‘Fuckin’ Santa Clause (deaf intemere Di) o’’er
here,” and then proceed to have him interpret a lonc s ii ig Oi

e:.:pleti’.’es. The Beatnuts ti’,’ one final stratagem to enconage
the cro’.’ ciov inviting as ‘nail gaggle of girls from the auc’reico uJ
01 5 age ~o ca ice. O’.’ertai’ing the atmosphere of tight sect it”

at the co iceit, this helps lift a little of the dormant atmosphere
for the onlookers. The group antis their set by chaining with the
audience, “(:ucl. J. Lo,” to sho’.’v their er’nbitterrnent tear s her
jacking their song “Watch Out Nov’.’.’ Btrck stage, Josh Beckett
is pitchinc a grea game agtrinst the NY ‘r’anl:ees.
9 30 p m Strip’’ Roots hits the stage and instantl’
PUfl1 aug ci~) ie audience, getting them to thro’.”.’ their ianc S

in the ar. A limi,Less suppl’,’ of energy petite from these
si:: entertainers o constantly re-energize the crowd , The
‘“ides aeac oailai ity of ‘nan’,’ of their songs gives ‘lap zy
Roes a c istinct ac”antage o’mr the more obscure ol)ennng
act, aird he attic ice’s level of par tici wtiori is ‘‘er”,’ reflectr’’e
of this, The si:: members of the group invite girls on stag

tInting this set, \.‘.,‘lliclr strangely ref Icc s s
ratiooffe’ c” “

perle “a’
rno’.’ing 5’.’ ‘ ‘ “ a’ -

as air encore \.‘.Jitlt ti .

echor rig t lire ugh the speaker s, t ci r n
of thumpi’
1030 p.m.: The concert ends ‘vi ‘c r,
that ‘‘/as l’lal ‘ .‘‘ ‘“—‘‘ , ,, ‘

hop she”, ‘..‘..‘hich cocilcl have henefi ~‘ f ‘~ I ~r’~

to supper t the .~i ‘, ‘,- ,i

.1.,,

Series chani~aonship back stage.
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worst thinqs to be give.n
• when ~trick-or-treating

~9 Toothbrushes

~3? Those ~ugar cookies shaped like bats andpumpkins.

jy Anything hand wrapped because then
your parents would never ~et you eat it.

~3’ Change. Specifically pennies. Specificallythose corroded pennies that smell like a
plumbing fixture.

Tiny boxes of raisins.

~ One tootsie roll.

%3 Anything math related.

Our archives are loaded with AlT
history. Most of which keeps us
entertained while we put the
magazine together every week.
We decided that it was time to
share our treasures with our
readers. Look for something
new every week from the
Reporter archives. We hope you
enjoy this week’s gem.

)~1~’ 9Y

Trick-or-treating at President Simone’s house by Gary
Peters. Ran in Reporter of October 29, 1993.

Video games often originate from crazy ideas. Some of the
best video games are based on collecting coins, stacking falling
objects, and even balancing a monkey trapped inside a ball.
Capcom recently released Viewtiful Joe, a great example of a
unique game based on a single crazy idea- a comic book. Solid
directing and tight gameplay certainly don’t hurt this game’s
appeal, either.

Capcom’s new game features Joe, an average movie-goer
who is a big fan of an on-screen superhero by the name of
Captain Blue. One day, while watching a Captain Blue classic
with his girlfriend Sylvia, helpless Joe witnesses the bad guys in
the movie coming to life to snatch Sylvia into the movie world.
He is not helpless forever, though. Captain Blue whisks Joe into
the movie world as well and transforms him into the superhero
Viewtiful Joe, in order to rescue Sylvia.

One of the things you will notice upon starting the game is the
great amount of detail in the graphics. The vivid eel-shaded graphics
represent something of Marvel’s comic strip, which works very well
for this type of old-school side-scroller, in which characters fight from
one side of the screen to the other. Those who are generally turned
off by eel-shading should give Viewtiful Joe another look, for this
game would never work in a realistic 3D atmosphere.

Viewtiful Joe, the superhero, has the power to manipulate
the movie world by slowing it down, speeding it up, and
zooming in on the action. By slowing down scenes, Joe can
dodge bullets, whereas he can speed up the fighting process
by using mach speed. This game can be seen as a button-
masher, but thanks to the game’s combo system, players earn
“v-points,” which are used to buy new moves. The game is a
great joy to play with friends, to see who can stack up the most
v-points in a battle. So far my record is 450, and I’ve only played
the game for a day.

On a side note, this isn’t the first game ever featuring a comic-
strip atmosphere. Back in 1995, Sega released a game called
Comix Zone, which featured a player who got stuck in a comic
strip and had to fight his way out. What sets Viewtiful Joe apart
from other games like this are the tight control capabilities. The
game can easily be confusing due to all the special commands,
but because of the responsive control and gameplay, all the
attention can be focused on the game, as opposed to what
buttons to press and when.

Sometimes crazy ideas don’t work. PN.03 didn’t. But
Viewtiful Joe, which was made by the same company at the
same time, works brilliantly as a result of its unique graphics
and responsive control. For those of you who looked past
Eternal Darkness, Metroid Prime, and even Zelda: Wind Waker
—which were awesome games released on Gamecube—don’t
let this one pass you by. This very well could be the best action
game of 2003, or even the best ever on the Gamecube. Mark
my words: Life lsViewtifull ****

Reviews ****

Picku the Ladies
Barenaked La ies’ new album

Eve hing to Eve,yone
by Peter C. Gravello

The Barenaked Ladies have exploded back onto the scene with
their seventh album, Everything to Everyone. This delightful
assortment of tracks covers the entire spectrum of musical genres.
From the vaguely old-time/country “All for You” to the catchy pop
tune (and an obvious pick for radio play), “Another Postcard,” the
quintet showed their trademark flexibility in this album.

The social commentary that rings throughout Everything is,
as is the norm for the group, poignant. “Shopping” is a fun,
bouncy ode to consumerism, featuring the comforting refrain,
“Everything’s gonna’ be all right / When we go shopping.” The
song is so syrupy sweet that it quickly turns from a sweet paean
to strip malls everywhere to a bitter condemnation of each and
every advertising jingle ever heard. “War on Drugs” braves new
ground for the band, touching on the topic of suicide. The story
is one of a person so terribly depressed that even killing his or
herself would take too much work. In the track, suicide is treated
as something unstoppable, “don’t they know I that when nature
calls, you go,” Steven Page retorts to those who think that a simple
net would prevent people from jumping off a nearby viaduct.

Vocalists Page and Ed Robertson deliver a characteristically
excellent performance. Page’s deep and resonating voice

• ,~‘ ‘EveryLhing

speaks directly to the listener while Robertson’s unique mix
of rapper and country singer charms the curious listener. The
band as a whole sounds a bit more playful with the music itself,
which may be due to the rather rapid production of the album.
Apparently, rather than taking the usual five months off to record
the album, BNL only took off about three with the intent that the
songs feel fresher to the band—it shows.

The “Special Edition” of the album also has a DVD with
the entire album in 5.1 channel surround sound, as well as
a bonus track, “Yes Yes Yes,” also in surround sound. The DVD
also has five short video clips from production, all of which
are currently available as streams from the band’s website
(www.bnlmusic.com), and video of acoustic versions of eleven
of the fourteen tracks from the new album. It is in the latter here
where the only significant fault of the DVD/CD package resides.
The videography just was horrible. Fades to and from black
when a simple cut would have done just as well, and random
bursts of MPEG artifacts (such as sudden pixilation of the frame)
really dulled the visual portion of the videos. However, the audio
production on the DVD as a whole was wonderful, and very
nearly redeemed it. CD**** DVD ****

Perhaps you have always wanted to be a web columnist
yourself, but you were too lazy to crawl blindly about a web
seemingly devoid of good content. Or, perhaps you’re’ just
looking for a good laugh. Either way, Fark.com is for you.

Fark began as a newsletter circulated by founder Drew Curtis,
which folded when Curtis realized that he was updating too
often. He remembered that he owned the domain Fark.com,
and had the idea of putting all the strange sites he came across
each day onto his site. Curtis opened up the site to comments
and added a few other moderators—today, Fark is more than
just a list of links.

The website is also host to several different contests; the
Photoshop contest in particular is extremely famous. In fact, the
infamous “Killing Kittens” image is the result of a Fark contest.
There is also a lesser-known but amusing sound byte contest.

Many community-based sites have to deal with the issue of
setting and maintaining community standards. While Fark has

basic standards, especially regarding hate language, the links
and the discussion are largely free-for-all. For instance, there is
a link category called “Boobies,” of which the sole content is
naked women. Don’t worry if you like guys better, because Fark
has a “Weiners” section as well.

Design **** I find it hard to believe that it is possible for
a site to both be laid out simply and also appear too busy, but
Fark pulls it off. However, the little category icons are really neat
and, on the whole, quite funny.
Content ***~ It’s hit-or-miss as to whether you like the
links that are posted. But when Fark is good, it is very, very
good. Often the discussion can degenerate into some rather
stupid topics, but that’s okay, because it is fun to view.
Safe For Work **~t’~As I said, there are porn sections to
this site. However, they are clearly partitioned out so that you
won’t get anything you don’t ask for.
Not A Fad **** Hell, Park starts its own fads.
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worst thinqs to be give.n
• when ~trick-or-treating

~9 Toothbrushes

~3? Those ~ugar cookies shaped like bats andpumpkins.

jy Anything hand wrapped because then
your parents would never ~et you eat it.

~3’ Change. Specifically pennies. Specificallythose corroded pennies that smell like a
plumbing fixture.

Tiny boxes of raisins.

~ One tootsie roll.

%3 Anything math related.

Our archives are loaded with AlT
history. Most of which keeps us
entertained while we put the
magazine together every week.
We decided that it was time to
share our treasures with our
readers. Look for something
new every week from the
Reporter archives. We hope you
enjoy this week’s gem.
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Trick-or-treating at President Simone’s house by Gary
Peters. Ran in Reporter of October 29, 1993.

Video games often originate from crazy ideas. Some of the
best video games are based on collecting coins, stacking falling
objects, and even balancing a monkey trapped inside a ball.
Capcom recently released Viewtiful Joe, a great example of a
unique game based on a single crazy idea- a comic book. Solid
directing and tight gameplay certainly don’t hurt this game’s
appeal, either.

Capcom’s new game features Joe, an average movie-goer
who is a big fan of an on-screen superhero by the name of
Captain Blue. One day, while watching a Captain Blue classic
with his girlfriend Sylvia, helpless Joe witnesses the bad guys in
the movie coming to life to snatch Sylvia into the movie world.
He is not helpless forever, though. Captain Blue whisks Joe into
the movie world as well and transforms him into the superhero
Viewtiful Joe, in order to rescue Sylvia.

One of the things you will notice upon starting the game is the
great amount of detail in the graphics. The vivid eel-shaded graphics
represent something of Marvel’s comic strip, which works very well
for this type of old-school side-scroller, in which characters fight from
one side of the screen to the other. Those who are generally turned
off by eel-shading should give Viewtiful Joe another look, for this
game would never work in a realistic 3D atmosphere.

Viewtiful Joe, the superhero, has the power to manipulate
the movie world by slowing it down, speeding it up, and
zooming in on the action. By slowing down scenes, Joe can
dodge bullets, whereas he can speed up the fighting process
by using mach speed. This game can be seen as a button-
masher, but thanks to the game’s combo system, players earn
“v-points,” which are used to buy new moves. The game is a
great joy to play with friends, to see who can stack up the most
v-points in a battle. So far my record is 450, and I’ve only played
the game for a day.

On a side note, this isn’t the first game ever featuring a comic-
strip atmosphere. Back in 1995, Sega released a game called
Comix Zone, which featured a player who got stuck in a comic
strip and had to fight his way out. What sets Viewtiful Joe apart
from other games like this are the tight control capabilities. The
game can easily be confusing due to all the special commands,
but because of the responsive control and gameplay, all the
attention can be focused on the game, as opposed to what
buttons to press and when.

Sometimes crazy ideas don’t work. PN.03 didn’t. But
Viewtiful Joe, which was made by the same company at the
same time, works brilliantly as a result of its unique graphics
and responsive control. For those of you who looked past
Eternal Darkness, Metroid Prime, and even Zelda: Wind Waker
—which were awesome games released on Gamecube—don’t
let this one pass you by. This very well could be the best action
game of 2003, or even the best ever on the Gamecube. Mark
my words: Life lsViewtifull ****

Reviews ****

Picku the Ladies
Barenaked La ies’ new album

Eve hing to Eve,yone
by Peter C. Gravello

The Barenaked Ladies have exploded back onto the scene with
their seventh album, Everything to Everyone. This delightful
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• ,~‘ ‘EveryLhing
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band as a whole sounds a bit more playful with the music itself,
which may be due to the rather rapid production of the album.
Apparently, rather than taking the usual five months off to record
the album, BNL only took off about three with the intent that the
songs feel fresher to the band—it shows.
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where the only significant fault of the DVD/CD package resides.
The videography just was horrible. Fades to and from black
when a simple cut would have done just as well, and random
bursts of MPEG artifacts (such as sudden pixilation of the frame)
really dulled the visual portion of the videos. However, the audio
production on the DVD as a whole was wonderful, and very
nearly redeemed it. CD**** DVD ****
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and the discussion are largely free-for-all. For instance, there is
a link category called “Boobies,” of which the sole content is
naked women. Don’t worry if you like guys better, because Fark
has a “Weiners” section as well.

Design **** I find it hard to believe that it is possible for
a site to both be laid out simply and also appear too busy, but
Fark pulls it off. However, the little category icons are really neat
and, on the whole, quite funny.
Content ***~ It’s hit-or-miss as to whether you like the
links that are posted. But when Fark is good, it is very, very
good. Often the discussion can degenerate into some rather
stupid topics, but that’s okay, because it is fun to view.
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(Note Reporter means no harm in blatantly stereotyping large chunks of the
student population.)

Although we occasionally make fun of
our president, he is still dear to our hearts.
What better way to honor him than by
dressing up just like him? The first thing
you need is, of course, a George Bush
Sr. mask. Simone denies any family ties
to the elder Bush, but the resemblance
is uncanny. Next in line are a pair of
dark wingtip shoes and an expensive
gray suit. In an attempt to keep your
costume within a reasonable budget, we
suggest that you steal these things (Note:
Reporter does not actually condone any
form of illegal activity). Doing so will cut
costs and save the time of impatiently
standing in line at the department store.
A small pair of gold-rimmed glasses is
also suggested. Finally, if you want to be
truly authentic, trail President Simone all
day in order to study his gestures (Note:
See above note).
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by Kate Bloemker
illustrations by William Robinson
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alloween is upon us. It is the glorious day of the year
during which everyone is allowed to look ridiculous
without fear of social ostracism. For those of you who
have not spent weeks gluing blue and green feathers to
your underwear in order to dress up like a peacock, or
those who have not been agonizing for days over which
costume is sexier, an angel or a Playboy bunny, I’ve
got some news for you- you have few choices as far as
last-minute costumes go. There is always the possibility
of telling everyone that you are going as “yourself,” but
you’re not into lame excuses, are you? To prevent being
ostracized for looking normal try one of our last-minute,
RIT-friendly ideas:
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We suggest a scale model costume of The
Sentinel rather than the full-sized version
RITs large, pointy newcomer is a costume
on the cutting edge—literally The first step of
the transformation from human to sculpture
is to wrap your entire body in aluminum foil
(Note If you get to this po nt and find that your
level of bodily discomfort is a ready pushing
it, stick with just the aluminum foil and tell
people that you are a baked potato). If you
wish to continue, have some of your buddies
go dumpster-diving outs de of a sheet metal
factory. Staple or epoxy the metal to a pair of
suspenders. Finally, make a headdress out of
rusty cutlery, and voila! You are the art that
everyone loves to hate

~I’4’

Ingredients: ugly plaid pants, ripped denim
jacket, kitschy. vintage t-shirt, glue, black
Sharpie marker, glitter, barrettes, cotton candy,
three-foot length of chain. Procedure: Begin
by donning the pants, t-shirt, and jacket. If
your underwear is showing, let it. Someone
somewhere thinks that is cool. Wear your
existing sháes, but let your little brother
draw all over them with the Sharpie. Using
the barrettes, affix the cotton candy to your
hair, covering it entirely (Note: Having edible
hair will make you extremely attractive to the
opposite sex.). Drape the chain over your body
(anywhere will do), throw a handful of glitter
over yourself, and you are ready to step out the
door! Make an effort to talk about the most
obscure bands possible for the rest of the
night, while continuing to draw all over yourself
with the Sharpie.

What are the defining characteristics of this character, other
than usually being white and male? Generally he wears a dark
trench coat, in homage to The Matrix. He carries a laptop bag,
which contains either a Mac or a PC, the choice of which he
will defend to the death. His white tennis shoes are well-worn,
and he tends to favor 1-shirts in subdued colors. No part of his
body is pierced or tattooed, although if he were to get a tattoo,
it would probably be a character from a Miyazaki film. Of the
costumes presented, this is probably the easiest one to find.
All you have to do is walk outside. Soon enough, you will see
a guy who fits this description. Ask him if he has a Halloween
costume yet, and if he doesn’t, offer to trade clothes and
accessories with him.

Maybe, in dressing as something on this campus
that you are not, you will gain a greater understanding
of the troubles that others go through, Or perhaps
you will just go back to your usual shock when you
notice someone with hair like a sno-cone—such is
the beauty of diversity at AlT.
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Damita Peace Freemans passion for the arts has always suited her.
In spite of drawing as a little girl and acting and singing in various
musical productions, it was ultimately strumming the harp at the
Interlochen Arts Academy that brought her into costume design.
Needing one last elective credit for the academy, she took a
costume design class and tell in love with it.

Growing up in Denver, Colorado, her parents were very
supportive of her artistic pursuits. “I know a lot of people with
parents who would prefer they become doctors or lawyers
or engineers, but my parents were always really supportive
of the arts. They liked that I was in it, and encouraged me to
be good in it,” Freeman said. “And, so far so good.” After high
school and the Interlochen Arts academy, Freeman went to
Stephens College in Columbia, Missouri, where she received
her BSA degree while studying acting, singing, and costume
design, and then finally completed her education at Ohio State
University with an MFA in theatrical design. That wasn’t the end
to Freeman’s involvement with college campuses, however. “I
had always wanted to work with deaf theatre because it’s so
visual,” she said. And so, with her degree in one hand and an ad
for costume designers at NTID in the other, she set off to begin
her costume designing career at NTID, fitting in perfectly.

Now in her ninth year of teaching, Freeman has become
an invaluable fixture in NTID—both in the theatre, as well as
in the classroom. She will be teaching Costume Technology
during the winter quarter, and a class in theatre make-up in the
spring. Currently, she is costuming NTID’s Romeo and Juliet,
which premiers November 6. “This rendition of Romeo and
Juliet is modern, so I get to go to the mall and shop for trendy
things that I would never wear myself,” she said. Expect to see
contemporary flavors—street-wear, tattoos, leather, hip-hop
clothes. “Everybody should come see that,” she sad casually.

In her spare time, Freeman likes working with Japanese
textile, which involves various dyeing and printing techniques
on silk and cotton, including Shibori and Nassen. She explained
her hobby: “Shibori is like the grandfather to tie-dye—lots
of stitching, pulling up, tightening, dyeing, and releasing the
stitches to make different patterns. Nassen is a technique
which involves making a paste out of rice-brand. This paste is
like the consistency of peanut butter but not as sticky. Dye is
then mixed with the paste and the resulting product is used
almost like silkscreen through stencils and can be stamped or
painted onto the silk The picture created is left after washing
out the silk.”

Designing costumes for plays involves understanding visions
from the director, reading the script, and doing a tremendous

amount of research. However, according to Freeman, it is also a
very flexible process. “It is important to remember that theatre
is not real; it is imaginary. Even if it is based in a real place or
about real events, it is still not the real thing. Designers have a
lot of flexibility on how they can portray historic time periods,
because everybody knows you are sitting in the theatre, just
like everybody knows it is Halloween. They are all going to know
that you are dressed up and that is okay. Everybody accepts
that. It does not have to be real, it just has to be good. I don’t
concern myself as much with being real, but something that
the audience will remember and something that supports the
concept of the show in the way the director wants to present it
to the audience.”

Although Freeman loves designing costumes, she said that
Halloween and theatre costumes are very different, and that she
has always gravitated toward the theatre end of the spectrum.
Her Christian faith also makes her more conservative in carrying
out the Halloween tradition and its costumes. Her favorite part
of Halloween is carving pumpkins. As a kid, she never went
trick-or-treating around entire neighborhoods but only went
on hayrides to houses her family knew, which she thoroughly
enjoyed. “My favorite costumes were those representing
different periods, like when I dressed up as a 1950s girl with the
pony-tail, the jeans rolled up, and bobby socks.” When it comes
to critiquing costumes of trick-or-treaters, she prefers those
that are generic, especially cute, little ones like princesses and
angels. She also enjoys costumes with clever optical illusions
like those that make it appear as if two people are living within
one costume.

She has the following tips for great Halloween costuming:
“Find something you like. Maybe pick a more generic character
like a cowboy, since you can find those pieces easier. A lot of
the fun of Halloween and dressing up is wearing something that
you would not normally wear. It is that one chance to dress up
differently than you usually do. So if you are very conservative,
then putting on a leather jacket, sunglasses, and becoming
Elvis can be a lot of fun. The best costumes I have seen are
very simple and work well that way because they are not too
specific so that it becomes hard to do. Keep it simple, let some
of yourself show, and then take on the character. You will have
more fun that way,” she said. “One really important thing in
costuming, and I think this fits for Halloween costumes, too, is
find that one piece that really says what you want it to say. If you
are dressing up as a hippie, maybe that message comes across
with a headband or the right shirt. After that, you can make the
rest of it fit. But, finding the few things that really stand out as
being different can really make a character. So you can sf11 be
in jeans and a T-shirt and dress up as almost anything you want
with the right hat, mask, and make-up.”

ostume Designer Creates a Pe ect~it
by John-Michael Stern
photograph by Kathryn Nix

Have you ever seen something bizarre happen
to an actor’s costume while performing on
stage?
“Yes, there have been pants falling off
on stage! Pants splitting up the rear...
moustaches falling off, wigs falling off... it’s
usually a falling-off issue.”

Do you have a motto?
“I’ve always liked the saying, ‘Professionals
built the Titanic, amateurs built the Ark.”

What wou d you say is your funniest, cutest
possession?
“My cat LMNO; he’s just a big scaredy-cat.”

Describe your ideal vacation?
“Mountains... Colorado—my home!”

Do you have any unusual talents?
“Someone told me the other day that I
can move one eye without the other one
moving.”

What is your favorite game?
I like card games, especially those that take

a lot of strategy like Cribbage and Spades.”

What do you like to cook?
“Nothing! My husband does most of the
cooking.”

What’s the best Halloween prank you’ve ever
witnessed?
“I don’t know if it was a prank, but this guy
came dressed as a safari guide with a real
python as part of his costume.”

What is the last scary movie you’ve seen?
“Twenty-eight Days Later. It had these
infested people who become like the walking
dead.”
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like those that make it appear as if two people are living within
one costume.

She has the following tips for great Halloween costuming:
“Find something you like. Maybe pick a more generic character
like a cowboy, since you can find those pieces easier. A lot of
the fun of Halloween and dressing up is wearing something that
you would not normally wear. It is that one chance to dress up
differently than you usually do. So if you are very conservative,
then putting on a leather jacket, sunglasses, and becoming
Elvis can be a lot of fun. The best costumes I have seen are
very simple and work well that way because they are not too
specific so that it becomes hard to do. Keep it simple, let some
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ostume Designer Creates a Pe ect~it
by John-Michael Stern
photograph by Kathryn Nix

Have you ever seen something bizarre happen
to an actor’s costume while performing on
stage?
“Yes, there have been pants falling off
on stage! Pants splitting up the rear...
moustaches falling off, wigs falling off... it’s
usually a falling-off issue.”

Do you have a motto?
“I’ve always liked the saying, ‘Professionals
built the Titanic, amateurs built the Ark.”

What wou d you say is your funniest, cutest
possession?
“My cat LMNO; he’s just a big scaredy-cat.”

Describe your ideal vacation?
“Mountains... Colorado—my home!”

Do you have any unusual talents?
“Someone told me the other day that I
can move one eye without the other one
moving.”

What is your favorite game?
I like card games, especially those that take

a lot of strategy like Cribbage and Spades.”

What do you like to cook?
“Nothing! My husband does most of the
cooking.”

What’s the best Halloween prank you’ve ever
witnessed?
“I don’t know if it was a prank, but this guy
came dressed as a safari guide with a real
python as part of his costume.”

What is the last scary movie you’ve seen?
“Twenty-eight Days Later. It had these
infested people who become like the walking
dead.”
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Q: What was your best Halloween costume ever?

SPURT

Last year I was Christina Aguillera. I did the
Lady Marmalade thing.
Kelsey Burch,
Fourth Year
Professional Technology Communications

<2> Barth Vader. I was seven and thought that
I was dressed as Darth Vader. My mom put
“Barth”on the shirt. Everyone laughed at me.
Dave Cox
Fourth Year
Civil engineering,

<3> Probably my birthday suit.
Bill Reilly
Fourth Year
Civil Engineering,

I dressed my daughter up as a Christmas
Tree. She was ten. I used a green tablecloth
and hung ornaments and garland and had a
star for her head.
Jeanne Salvaggio
Staff Assistant
Office of Development

When I was about nine years old, I was Old
Mother Hubbard.
Brandee Smith,
Third Year
Social work

I was a bag of balloons. We’re dressing up as
Charlie Brown Characters this year.
Mary Jane Schwan
Office of the Registrar

lIT
<4> When I was about nine years old, I was Old
Mother Hubbard.
Brandee Smith,
Third Year
Social work

<5> Octavius.
Max Mayer
Third Year
Flexographic Printing Processes

Batman, and a Ninja Turtle.
Marvin Jean-Jaques
Second Year
Computer Science

I was a headless horseman once. I wore
shoulder pads.
Josh Prezioso
Fourth Year
Civil Technology

There was that time I dressed up as Jesus.
Otto Preminger,
Third Year
Film

4 She-ra, Princess of Power. I was nine.Amy Vassallo,
Fourth Year
Film

I had a black gown with a pumpkin face.
Aman Verma
First Year
Electrical engineering
I’ll try that Texas Chainsaw Massacre thing
this year.
Arjun Sachdeva,
First Year
Electrical Engineering.

I was a Carebear;—Sleepytime Bear.
Tasha Gilliam
Fourth Year
Computer Science

Last Halloween I found a costume at
Goodwill that was a half dinosaur and half
Pokemon. I walked around with a Pokemon
mask and tight pink dinosaur legs with a tail
coming out of my rear.
Josh Dennie
Third Year
Industrial Engineering

My friends and I wanted to dress up as
soccer players and my RA lent me her soccer
jacket from high school, with her name on it
and everything.
Matt Mikuszewski
First Year
New Media Information Technology

5

by Matthew Doak
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lvloet De La Tone, #19, takes the bat away lrom William Smhhs #7, Kristin Perrigo. Chris Zajac/REPORTER Magazine
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Jon Booth (9th; 26:43). Curtis Howard also ran a strong race,
finishing 12th with a time of 26:54.

Both teams are idle next week.

SPORT

Spalholz and Cross Deliver
First Place Finishes

Men’s and Women’s Cross Country
The mens and women’s cross country teams did not have to
travel very far to find their competition this week. Both teams
competed at Roberts Wesleyan’s Harry F. Anderson Invitational
on Saturday, October 18.

The women placed fourth out of eleven teams. Heidi
Spalholz continued her amazing season as she won the race
in a time ~of 18:34. Trisha Sliker was the second Tiger to cross
the finish line in 13th place (.19:38). Megan MacNeil (20:511 was
34th, Lisa Curtin (21:021 37th, and Sarah Paul (21:02) 38th.

The men’s team dominated the competition on this day,
winning the meet in impressive fashion. Adam Cross, who
was,meet champion with~Ttime of 25:53, and the rest of the
team more than made up for the absence of senior captain
Jeff Abbott. Three other Tigers finished in the top 10, including
Ryan Pancoast l3rd; 26:02), Jesse Williamson (5th; 26:211, and

Women’s Soccer
By going 1-1 this week, the AlT women’s soccer team clinched
a berth in the upcoming Empire Eight tournament. The team will
enter the tournament, beginning on November 5, as the fourth
seed.

On October 20, the Tigers took on Hartwick and were
victorious by the score of 3-1. After Hartwick took the early
lead, Moet De La Torre tied the game as she headed in a corner
kick off the foot of Brooke Thompson. Mallory Frost scored
twice near the end of the first half to make the score 3-1. Both
defenses played strong in the second as no goals were scored.
Carrie Yehie recorded five saves in net for the Tigers.

Long time nemesis William Smith came to town on October
21 and defeated RIT 2-0. The Tigers generated very few scoring
chances on the day and were shut out for the fourth time this
season, dropping their record to 9-6-0.

Men’s Soccer
The men’s soccer team broke a long winless streak this week by
coming up with two victories.

On October 18, the Tigers took on 11th ranked Hamilton
and came away with the win by the score of 2-0. Trae Lower
scored the first goal of the game midway through the first half.
Hamilton turned up the offensive heat in the second half, but
the Tigers defense came up big until Lower knocked home his
second goal of the day and put the game out of reach. Matt
Klosner saved a couple point-blank shots in the second half to
earn the shutout.

Later in the week, RIT took on Nazareth and dominated the
Golden Flyers on their way to a 3-0 victory. Jorge Ciurlizza used
his head to redirect a free kick off the foot of George Chavez
to give RIT the lead early on. Lower also scored in the first half
on an assist from Mike Lawson and put the game out of reach
early in the second with help from Brian Aderer. Klosner had to
make only one save to record the shutout.

The 7-8-1 Tigers hope their luck continues as they take part in
the Empire Eight tournament this week.

Women’s Volleyball
The women’s volleyball team had a busy week as they took part in
the Oswego tournament and took on St. John Fisher at home.

On October 17, RIT participated in day one of the Oswego
tournament and finished with a 1-1 record. The Tigers were
defeated in the opening round by Oneonta State 120-30, 31-33,
30-24, 22-30). The team then rebounded nicely and dropped St.
Lawrence in three games (30-26, 30-18, 30-25). Laurie Underhill
had 28 kills and 13 digs, Dani Fisher had 16 kills and seven blocks,
and Christina Anabel added 16 kills and 23 digs. Sarah Ballard
continued her solid play by recording 54 assists and 19 digs.

On the second day of competition at Oswego, RIT swept past
their opponents. In their first match of the day, the Tigers got
past host Oswego State 3-1. The later contest saw RIT winning
a hard fought match over Fredonia State by the score of 3-2.
Ballard had 108 assists on the day, Underhill had 31 kills, and
Anabel had 35 kills and 42 digs. Missy Groginski also had 42
digs and Fisher added 22 kills.

RIT’s Laurie Underhill serves against St John Fisher.
RIT imporves 17—11 overall after a win against Stjohn
Fisher. Rebecca Lanthorne/REPORTER Magazine

Later in the week, RIT took on local rival St. John Fisher and
came away with a 3-2 win (13-30, 30-23, 27-30, 30-26, 15-61.
~T’s lone senior, Groginski, led the Tigers with 14 kills and 31
digs on senior night. Underhill and Fisher were again strong
with 20 and 12 kills respectively. Ballard picked up another 59
assists and Anabel had eight kills and 14 digs.

The Tigers are now 17-11 overall and 2-1 in the Empire Eight.
The team competes in the New York State tournament in Canton
this week and also takes on SUNY Brockport on the road.

Men’s and Women’s Crew
The men’s and women’s crew teams traveled to Boston On
October 19 to race in the Head of the Charles.

The women’s varsity eight boat came back with 25th place,
beating teams such as Hamilton College, the University of
Colorado, SUNY Albany, and Drexel University. There were 38
boats competing in the women’s collegiate eights race. Coxing
for the women was Marc Savage.

The men’s team finished in 19th position out of 40 boats.
Schools such as Queens, MIT, Texas, and the University of
Minnesota passed the Tigers. Justin Blum was the coxswain of
the men’s varsity eight.

The fall schedule for crew consisted of only four races and
prepares the team for the much busier spring season, getting
underway in April.

by Matt Doak

* Dani Fisher — Women’s Volleyball
Freshman Dani Fisher is making tremendous contributions to
the RIT women’s volleyball team. She is currently third on the
team in kills with 209 and leads the team in hitting percentage
1.219) and blocks (55). During a recent match against Alfred,
Fisher contributed six blocks and five kills, along with a .250
hitting percentage. During that same match, Fisher had only
two errors in 16 attempts. The women’s volleyball team loses
only one senior after this season and ooks to have a strong
future, led by Fisher and other young players.

* Adam Cross — Men’s Cross Country
Adam Cross has been having an outstanding season along with the
rest of the men’s cross country team. In a recent meet against
St. Lawrence and Clarkson, Cross finished third in a time of
27:17. On October 18, Cross set another personal best as he
was the individual winner at the Harry F. Anderson Invitational
at Roberts Wesleyan in a time of 25:53. Cross’s effort led the
way as the Tigers captured the team title, despite he absence
of captain Jeff Abbott.

Justin Blum — Men’s Crew
Freshman Justin Blum has had tremendous first year as a
member of the RIT varsity men’s crew team. Blum, who coxed
for Pittsford in High School, has the ability to not only motivate
but also successfully steer any course. He has stepped up to
role as the men’s varsity eight A coxswain, and won a silver
medal at the Head of the Ohio, which was his first college race
as a Tiger.
Blum also coxed the varsity men in the Stonehurst Regatta and
most recently the Head of the Charles, which is known as a
“coxswain’s course” because of all the turns and bridges. A
successful coxswain can take seconds off their crew’s time by
maneuvering corners and keeping a straight line.
Blum, along with his varsity eight, look to work hard this winter
and look forward to a successful spring season. Watch out for
Blum over the next few years as he “steers” forward to a path
of success as a Tiger.
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RIT’s Brain Aderer chest traps the ball away from Nazareth’s Nick
Proukou during their match.Chris Zajac/REPORTER Magazine
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This year’s team is led by senior tn-captains
Matt Moore, Ryan Fairbarn, and Mike Tarantino,
each of whom took home All-ECAC honors last
season. Moore and Fairbarn, along with fellow
seniors Ryan Francke, Mike Walling, and junior
J.R. Holmes make up the core of the defense.

“Our captains bring experience, toughness
and grit to the team,” said Junior Left-Wing
Mike Tucciarone, who was a top scorer last
season.

Perhaps the player we should all watch out
for is senior center Mike Tarantino. In his three
previous seasons at RIT, Tarantino has racked
up 52 goals and 74 assists. His quickness
and his ability to read and react make him an
automatic fan favorite. Tarantino, along with
Tucciarone and Robert Orofiamma , scored
14 goals last year, leading the team. This year
however, Tarantino expects to dominate even
more. “We are a lot faster this year, a lot
tougher,” he said.

Continuing the tradition of stellar play set by
previous Tiger teams is a tough target in and of
itself. The Tigers, consistently one of the five
best teams in the country, finished the 2003
season with an overall record of 19-4-2. After
the Tigers beat Hobart by a score of 6-2, the
season came to a halt with a 4-3 loss to Elmira
in the ECAC West Tournament Championship.
It was the first time in seven seasons that the
Tigers didn’t make it to the NC~ Tournament.
Since the bitter loss, the team is relentlessly
preparing for their next encounter with Elmira
by watching countless footage of last year’s
competition. The match, which will be a
decisive game in the ECAC conference, will
take place on November 14 in Frank Ritter Ice
Arena. “For the first time, our team is feisty,
we are going to have a prosperous year, and
we’re looking forward to it,” says Francke.

“This year’s team has really good
balance,” said Head Coach Wayne Wilson.
“There is less individuality, and we are tighter

Ryan Fairbarn does pushups on the ice during practice.
Michael Sperling/REPORTER Magazine

as a team.” Wilson is entering his fifth year as the Tiger’s Head
Coach. His overall record here of 92-1 6-6 is a nice addition to his
three NCAA appearances as well as his numerous ECAC coach
of the year honors. With Scott McDonald, and former Canadian
Olympic Hockey player Chris Palmer taking on the roles of the
assistant coaches, the Tigers have the necessary leadership to
surpass and outplay any other team in their conference.

Since the team started practicing in the beginning of October,
they have been through the longest preseason to date. Many
adjustments were needed, as the team lost seven seniors from
last year, including their top two goaltenders. After making
some tough cuts, the team worked hard conditioning and
rehabbing injured players. Plyometrics, running and weightlifting
were also a part of their off-ice regime. The guys have also been
working on their strategic game plans, including how they
want to forecheck and their inzone coverage. The seven new
freshmen coming in should help fill the void of last year’s star
seniors. “Wayne Wilson always brings in a good recruiting class
ayid gets them ready quick,” notes Spiotti. “Some of our best
teams have been the youngest ones. The enthusiasm that the
newcomers bring is irreplaceable.”

The guys play 26 games this season, more than any other Rh
sports team. Two of these matches are against the USA 18 and
under National Team, which the Tigers will meet in Ann Arbor,
Michigan on December12 and 13. Last year, the Tigers split with
the National Team, proving to the public that they are capable of
anything.

RIT hockey games have become a winter quarter staple for
students here at the Institute. There is something for everyone
at these rowdy hockey events. On any given game night, there
might be close to 1000 fans. There are numerous youth hockey
nights planned, where pizza is served and kids that are wearing
jerseys get in free. In between quarters, fans can enter for
a chance to win prizes or watch all those little youth hockey
players try to skate without falling on their faces.

If you’re anxious to meet the team one on one, mark January
23 on your calendar. After the match against Geneseo, each fan
will receive a team picture that they may get signed by their
favorite players. But don’t be intimidated by their revered status
here on campus or their abundance of talent. They’ll be the first
to tell you that they’re regular students too.•

Forward Steve Farrer looks on as his team
practices for the beginning of the season.
Johanna Miller/REPORTER Magazine
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bYJulleScuderiTiers on the Prowl...
Attention RIT hockey fans: the wait is finally overl After a long off-season, RIT’s
most popular sports team is ready to take the ice, and those infamous hockey
players aren’t about to let anybody stand in their way.

“I just love being part of the hockey environment, “said Athletics Director Lou
Spiotti. “It just galvanizes the campus in many ways. It captures the attention
of the media, the fans—people just love it.”

SPORT

“4,

Tonight, October 31, the men’s hockey team will make their
season debut against St Norbert, a highly ranked team from
Green Bay, Wisconsin, starting at 7 pm If you plan on attending
tonight’s game, all are encouraged to wear costumes Come
support the guys and see why hockey causes such an uproar
here on campus

Be sure to catch the Tiger’s other home games as well

11/01/03 St Norberts—Youth Hockey Night 7pm

11/07/03 Humber Hall of Fame Night 7pm

11/15/03 Utica—Turkey Bowl and Food Drive 7pm

11/28/03 Williams—Cancer Research Night 7pm

11/29/O3New England College 2 for 1 Night 7pm

1/09/04 Potsdam—Greek Night 7pm

1/10/04 Curry—Youth Hockey Night 7pm

1/23/04 Geneseo Picture/Autograph Night 7pm

2/13/04 Neumann Faculty/Staff Night 7pm
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J.R. Holmes changes after Hockey practice on Monday. Michael Sperling/REPORTER Magazine



This year’s team is led by senior tn-captains
Matt Moore, Ryan Fairbarn, and Mike Tarantino,
each of whom took home All-ECAC honors last
season. Moore and Fairbarn, along with fellow
seniors Ryan Francke, Mike Walling, and junior
J.R. Holmes make up the core of the defense.

“Our captains bring experience, toughness
and grit to the team,” said Junior Left-Wing
Mike Tucciarone, who was a top scorer last
season.

Perhaps the player we should all watch out
for is senior center Mike Tarantino. In his three
previous seasons at RIT, Tarantino has racked
up 52 goals and 74 assists. His quickness
and his ability to read and react make him an
automatic fan favorite. Tarantino, along with
Tucciarone and Robert Orofiamma , scored
14 goals last year, leading the team. This year
however, Tarantino expects to dominate even
more. “We are a lot faster this year, a lot
tougher,” he said.

Continuing the tradition of stellar play set by
previous Tiger teams is a tough target in and of
itself. The Tigers, consistently one of the five
best teams in the country, finished the 2003
season with an overall record of 19-4-2. After
the Tigers beat Hobart by a score of 6-2, the
season came to a halt with a 4-3 loss to Elmira
in the ECAC West Tournament Championship.
It was the first time in seven seasons that the
Tigers didn’t make it to the NC~ Tournament.
Since the bitter loss, the team is relentlessly
preparing for their next encounter with Elmira
by watching countless footage of last year’s
competition. The match, which will be a
decisive game in the ECAC conference, will
take place on November 14 in Frank Ritter Ice
Arena. “For the first time, our team is feisty,
we are going to have a prosperous year, and
we’re looking forward to it,” says Francke.

“This year’s team has really good
balance,” said Head Coach Wayne Wilson.
“There is less individuality, and we are tighter

Ryan Fairbarn does pushups on the ice during practice.
Michael Sperling/REPORTER Magazine

as a team.” Wilson is entering his fifth year as the Tiger’s Head
Coach. His overall record here of 92-1 6-6 is a nice addition to his
three NCAA appearances as well as his numerous ECAC coach
of the year honors. With Scott McDonald, and former Canadian
Olympic Hockey player Chris Palmer taking on the roles of the
assistant coaches, the Tigers have the necessary leadership to
surpass and outplay any other team in their conference.

Since the team started practicing in the beginning of October,
they have been through the longest preseason to date. Many
adjustments were needed, as the team lost seven seniors from
last year, including their top two goaltenders. After making
some tough cuts, the team worked hard conditioning and
rehabbing injured players. Plyometrics, running and weightlifting
were also a part of their off-ice regime. The guys have also been
working on their strategic game plans, including how they
want to forecheck and their inzone coverage. The seven new
freshmen coming in should help fill the void of last year’s star
seniors. “Wayne Wilson always brings in a good recruiting class
ayid gets them ready quick,” notes Spiotti. “Some of our best
teams have been the youngest ones. The enthusiasm that the
newcomers bring is irreplaceable.”

The guys play 26 games this season, more than any other Rh
sports team. Two of these matches are against the USA 18 and
under National Team, which the Tigers will meet in Ann Arbor,
Michigan on December12 and 13. Last year, the Tigers split with
the National Team, proving to the public that they are capable of
anything.

RIT hockey games have become a winter quarter staple for
students here at the Institute. There is something for everyone
at these rowdy hockey events. On any given game night, there
might be close to 1000 fans. There are numerous youth hockey
nights planned, where pizza is served and kids that are wearing
jerseys get in free. In between quarters, fans can enter for
a chance to win prizes or watch all those little youth hockey
players try to skate without falling on their faces.

If you’re anxious to meet the team one on one, mark January
23 on your calendar. After the match against Geneseo, each fan
will receive a team picture that they may get signed by their
favorite players. But don’t be intimidated by their revered status
here on campus or their abundance of talent. They’ll be the first
to tell you that they’re regular students too.•

Forward Steve Farrer looks on as his team
practices for the beginning of the season.
Johanna Miller/REPORTER Magazine
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a football team would provide another sport
to the school that so many people enjoy
playing and watching. “While we sit here and
watch or hear about neighboring colleges and
universities such as U of R having a football
program, why not start another football
program here—we can become a new breed,”
said Canter.

There is also something very special going
into this club. Canter and Gray are not just
trying to put together a sport, they are trying
to build some school spirit, while bringing
together so much of the diversity we have
here on campus. “We want hearing students
to come and join us, so we can accomplish a
great relationship between both worlds,” said
Canter.

Additionally, the NTID community can really
benefit from being so highly involved in this
endeavor. “It will prove to everyone that we
have the motivation, the leadership, and the
attitude, as well showing that we can compete
and play against other school.” said Canter.

If this achieves its goal of becoming a Varsity
team, it will help provide great interaction and
act as a catalyst for enhancing school spirit
here at RIT. “We have a lot of students and
faculty that wish to have a football team. It is
time,” said Canter. “Forget the last 25 years, it
is time to start fresh.” •

Jacob Harbison recieves a pass during practice.

‘In his first year here at RIT, third year transfer student Jake Canter,
along with fellow student Ryan Gray, is trying to accon’iplish
something that some RIT sports fan’s,have been longing for. RIT/
NTID students, with the help and support of other members of the
community, are trying to put together a campus football team—
something the Institute hasn’t. had here on campus since 1978.

“We are trying to build a football team and show school spirit,
while trying to accomplish a goal to bring together a mainstream
deaf and hard of hearing school,” said Canter. “Most of us have
p ayed in high school, and want to continue to play some more
here at college. So far, we established a club where ~e~pIay
together every Sunday,”

Currently, those Sunday’outings have had quite the impressive
turnout, in fact, ~‘enough [students] to make it feel like it is an’
actual football game,” said Canter. Theyplay on the ru~by field,
which is as similar to a regular football field as they’re going to
find on this campus.

While they may have the necessary turnout, that simply isn’t
enough. “We need support, coaches, money, equipment, and a
program, so we can help develop this into a varsity sport,” said
Canter. Canter and Gray, with the help of some other dedicated
students and faculty have taken many steps to help promote and
publicize this new program. “We worked on flyers, and then we
came up with jerseys,” said Canter.

They have also been in contact with Lou Spiotti, the Director
for the Center for Human Performance here at RIT. “Football
is a great sport, and they are working hard to generate some
campus spirit,” said Spiotti. “I am here to help them in any way I
can.” Through the help of many faculty and staff, along with the
student body here at RIT, the formation of this program should
hopefully be a successful one.

The success of such a program has the potential to benefit
the RIT community ‘n many ways. “We can have homecomings,
and other big days like other schools,” said Canter. Also, having

~an schedLl~e- www.schoolcaLnet/aphia
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Ready For Some Football
NTID Club Hopes to Form Varsity Squadby Matthew Colaprete
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$875.00 WEEKLY INCOME Mailing our Postcards from home.
No experience necessary. FT/PT.
Genuine Opportunity. FREE supplies.
Call 1-(708)686-0300 (24 hours)

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Bahamas, Mazatlan, Florida, S.Padre.
11000 Best Prices! Book Now & Get Free Parties & Meals! Group
Discounts. Now Hiring Campus Reps! 1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com

Men’s Hockey vs. St. Norbert, 7pm
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United States Air Force applied technology is years ahead

of what you’ll touch in the private sector, and as a new

engineer you’ll likely be involved at the ground level of new

and sometimes classified developments. You’ll begin leading

and managing within this highly respected group from day

one. Find out what’s waiting behind the scenes for you in

the Air Force today, To request more information, call

1 800 423 USAF or log on to airforce.com.

w
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U~S.. AIR FORCE

CROSS INTO THE BLUE

Interested in censorship in media? Participate in an historic
project, no cost to you, and not time consuming, extremely
interesting with long term potential. Make a difference for info
call. 244-5552 or email: speak@prodigy.net

Cheap bikes. Ready to ride. Two 3-speeds and one 10-speed. $20
each, 2 for $35, or all 3 for $50; or best offer. 427-2674.

CSI Night Sponsored by the Forensic Science club, bldg. 08-
•m—1

FRIDAJ~ NOVEMBER 7TH

Club Day, SAU Lobby, 1 Oam-4pm
‘Men’s Hockey vs. Humber, 7pm

“CAB Talisman Movie: Old School, Ingle Auditorium, 8p
Paid Advertisement

All events subJe~to change. Based on information available 10/24/03. Tickets may be charged in the SAU Game Room;
call 475-2239 (v/tt~). RlTchiés’Li~t is a paid advertisement from the Center for Campus Life. For more event Information
call fluii~ Center for GampUs..Life Events Hotline: 475-5252(phone), 475-5454(tty) or log on to: events.rit.edu
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i -DJ, r--F... ciii
Bring proper ID: State identification card
and RIT ID required. on-removable masks or
extensive face paint should not be used for
verifying proof of age.

As an engineer in

the U.S. Air Force,
there’s no telling what
you’ll work on.
(Seriously, we can’t tell you.)
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FRIDAJ~ OCTOBER 3/ST

‘4’ “HallowBash” Halloween Party sponsored by SG: live DJ, free food &
activities, 9pm, Auxiliary Gym

* Men’s Hockey vs. St. Norbert, 7pm
Black & Gold Pageant, SAU Cafe, 1 Opm-2:

$ATURDAJ~ NOVEMBER 1ST

/Diving. n Ichard lnvitati al, 1 pm

• RHA Dodgeball Tournament, SLC, 1 2-8pm

‘4’ International House Date Auction and After-Party, Fireside Lounge,
- Oam

WEDNEWAJ~ NOVEMBER 5TH
CAB Talis . •x evolutions, sign up at the CAB office now,
leave from Wallace Library Loop, 7pm URSDA~ NOVEMBER 6TH

Men’s and Women’s Swimmi
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